No. 05 – 2019

NOTICE REMAINING IN FORCE

GARRISON POINT TRAFFIC WARNING LIGHTS

NOTICE remains in force that until further notice the Traffic Warning Lights situated on Garrison Point Fort in the following approximate position are inoperative:

\[ 51^\circ 26.80' \text{ N} \quad 000^\circ 44.64' \text{ E} \]

The Traffic Warning Light is positioned to assist vessels in complying with General Direction No. 10, Navigation of Vessels of more Than 130 Metres length Overall Between Sunset and Sunrise and in Restricted Visibility.

The Traffic Warning Light is a white light that flashes every seven seconds and is normally exhibited by day and by night as follows:

- When an inward bound vessel of more than 130 metres Length Overall is underway in the buoyed channel between the Medway Buoy and Darnett Ness the lights are exhibited in an upriver direction.
- When an outward bound vessel of more than 130 metres Length Overall is underway in the buoyed channel between Darnett Ness and the Medway Buoy the lights are exhibited in a seaward direction.

Medway VTS operate a Traffic Organisation Service and will continue to notify mariners of vessel movements.

Further information may be obtained from Medway VTS on VHF Channel 74, call sign “Medway VTS” or telephone 0151 949 6148 or 0151 949 6650.
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